**SPONGE SPLASH BALLS**

**OBJECT OF THE GAME:**
Soak your opponents by hitting them with the splash balls!

**WHAT YOU’LL NEED:**
- 2 sponges per splash ball
- Scissors
- Yarn or fishing line
- 1 bucket of water

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

**Setup:** Using your scissors, cut the sponges into four strips (about 3/4 in. each.) Then, secure 6 strips together at the middle using yarn. Tie off the bundle, and you’ve made a splash ball!

**Playing the Game:** Fill a bucket with water and add the splash balls. Once they’ve absorbed some of the water, divide players into teams. Players will toss the splash balls at each other, trying to soak their opponents. The driest team at the end of the game, wins!

Source: alittlepinchofperfect.com/how-to-make-sponge-water-bombs-for-ultimate-summer-fun/